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Pilots, of everything from light aircraft through the space shuttle, all engage in a stand-

_arc;I !,itu~1 Y:rior !2..!akeoff. They'-p!:<;>",,-ed~'!l,eticul~ly~t,hrougl.!.....!!.. checklist of all of.Jl)~_}:>J,s.ic __ 
'systems affecting the performance' of their' aircraft". About 99.-99% of "the time; thisrchecklist -
produces the same boring, but comforting, result, the "all-systems-go" condition which indi
cates that it is safe to proceed. Ever since the stock market took off last August, these 
letters, or at least a great many of them, have exhibited some resembl·ance to the pilot's 
checklist procedure. One-by-one, we have tried to check those indicators which, historically, 
have come to signify the continuing presence of bull-market conditions. Each time, this check 
has produced the standard result. The indicators in question continue to behave perfectly 
normally and indicate that all systems remain in a "go" state as far as the bull market is 
concerned. 

As we move past the six-month mark for the current major cycle, it is perhaps useful to 
look at yet another such indicator, the numbers of daily new highs and new lows posted on the 
New York Stock Exchange. The behavior of these statistics has been distressingly normal. 
On October 11, two months after the rise began, 653 new highs were posted, this figure 
amounting to 32.25% of all issues traded on that day. That particular number constituted a 
record for at least as far back as statistics have been maintained. Normally, the initial surge 
of a bull market produces a few days on which some 20% of issues traded achieve new highs. 
October's figure brought us into uncharted territory by a wide margin .. 

It is highly probable that the October 11 record will not be exceeded at any time during 
the course of the bull market. Normal action is that the record-new-high figure for major up
swings is set in the very early stages. There then tends to follow a rather protracted period 
during which new highs maintain a respectable level, but one well below the earlier peak. The 
127 new hig~osted on Thursday of this week, 6.5%of the total issues traded, are totally,_' ___ t_ 
typical of this action. .. - . 

While new highs will continue to be important in assessing the market's health, it will be
come increasingly necessary, as time goes on, to examine new lows as well. Such an examina
tion has yielded zero results to date. The new-low list each day since August has consisted 
of a handful of issues, the highest number being 11, about half of 1% of issues traded, on 
December 20. Just as it is normal to expect the number of new highs posted gradually to de
cline, it is equally normal to expect new lows gradually to build up. Both these phenomena, 
however, conventionally occur many months before the end of a bull market. 

New high-new low figures tend to present a certain degree of analytical difficulty. It is 
generally the peak figures which are important, with the data interspersed between these peaks 
being somewhat meaningless. We have found it useful, once a bull market is underway to take 
the peak new-high and neW-low figure (expressed as a percentage of issues traded) for each 
month and then take a 10-month moving average of those monthly peaks. For the 10 months 
ended with February (so far), the average peak-new-high percentage has risen to 13.76%, an
other record. It is likely to continue to rise at least through May, since May, June, and July 
of last year are still included in the average. A similar figure based on new lows has been 
falling ever since last summer. This action again is likely to continue through May-June. 

Reversal of this sort of action would indicate a very early warning signal of loss of market 
momentum. Normally, the new-high index, computed as noted"begins to decline followed by a 
rise in the new-low index. This action generally tends to occur well in advance of a peak. 
For example, it set in in February, 1976 prior to the new high on September, 1976, and in late 
1978, more than two years before the ultimate high posted in April, 1981. Past upswings de
monstrate similar tendencies. Since it is highly- un1ikely that such action could begin' to mani
fest itself before this summer, new highs and new lows constitute another "go" indicator for 
the stock market. 
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Dow-Jones Industrial (12: 00 p. m.) 
S & P Composite (12: 00 p. m.) 
Cumulative Index (2/10/83) 

1093.28 
148.28 

1669.56 
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